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PrinciPal’s Desk
A Warm Greeting to all Primrosians

It gives me immense pleasure to welcome you all to the Primrose 
family for the academic year 2019-20. Primrose had always been 
a place that strives to bring out the best in each and every child. 
The school’s vision is to provide a holistic education to the 
children and provide the best platform to face the global 
challenges confidently. The school focuses on enabling the 
children inculcate the 21st century skills, discover their inner 
potential and shine. The school goes an extra mile to educate its 
children in par with technology enhancing their creativity and 
promoting lateral thinking as well. 

April set in with a beginning of the academic year 2019-20. Stepping in with a vision of 
turning the unturned stones. As quoted by Grace Lee Boggs “You cannot change any 
society unless you take responsibility for it, unless you see yourself belonging to it and 
responsible for changing it”.  We may speak a lot about gender equality, rights of 
women yet we see all those are restricted from being implemented to reality. We still 
see girl children being deprived of education due to the social taboos, child marriage 
or child labour. As a school we wanted to voice out again till we saw a change in the 
society. To see the change, we changed thus giving birth to the 2nd Primathon. The 
event that was raised to stand for gender equality and an event that stood for girls’ 
education. We will stand, we will make our voice louder till we see the change that 
many girls dream off, and that many women dream off. 
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Primrose is a second home for every one of us. We had always been as a family 
working together for the upliftment of our children. To make the bonding stronger, 
make more friends and to understand us better a trip was organized for the staff.  A 
trip to Pondicherry, we visited Aurobindo Ashram, Auroville, Arulmigu Manakula 
Vinayagar Temple and the Chunnabar beach. It was a day well spent, a day that took 
us back to our childhood days. The trip was a package of spirituality and fun.

“Help people when you know they can’t help you back”, we have been helping the 
passers by beat the summer heat providing buttermilk. Buttermilk helps to reduce the 
stress and sweat during the summer season. It gives us immense pleasure in helping 
people quench their thirst. Primrose as a school has never left behind any essential 
aspect of life unattended.
Wishing a happy summer vacation to all my children.

Regards

Principal

Children need to play, play is not luxury but a necessity. I agree children do play more 
than we did, but how and where is more vital. Children play sitting in cozy chairs with 
their electronic gadgets on. The spirit of sportsmanship, the essence of sportsmanship 
is lost. Physical activity always stimulates the physical and mental growth of a child 
and also it is not just limited to being fit but has good effects on their studies as well. 
Education is partial without sports. Despite the challenges that we had this year, we 
made it a point to conduct our Sports day. Fortunately, our efforts yielded a good 
result, we were able to host our 13th Annual Sports meet at Jawaharlal Nehru 
International Indoor Stadium. Enthusiasm of my children, the fire burning in them to 
prove their talent in the field was amazing. The guidance and motivation of the team 
captains did result in good number of participation and winners from every team. The 
sports day was definitely a vigorous event. The sports day did not only evidence the 
vigour of my kids but did expand to my teachers as well. Teachers demonstrated that 
age was not a factor for any achievement, teachers proved that their skills were not 
confined to the classrooms. 
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Primathon 2k19

The run was flagged off by Mrs. Chairman, 

Mrs. Madaneshwari Nandagopal. 

Prim Zumba team on their toes to help the 

runners warm up. 
The runners gearing up for the mega event.

One run can change your day, many runs can 

change lives, the supporters of Primathon

began their run for HER compassionately.

The runners demonstrating their overwhelming support to ‘HER’ 
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Primathon 2k19

“When women support women, incredible things 

happen” children of class IX supporting and 

cherishing womanhood. 

“Winners are not people who never fail, but 

people who never quit”  the proud finishers of 

Primathon. 

Entertaining magical moves of the Prim 

Champs.

“Those who try their best shall have victory,” 

Vismaya of class VI – B at the finish line with 

all smiles for her victory. 

“When words fail music speak” a musical treat to the 

runners rendered by Jayavardhan of Class VI - A
“Little acts greater goals” our teachers walk an extra 

mile to keep our surrounding clean.
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Sports Day- kindergarten

Our honourable Chief Guest Ms. Sindhura Arvind 

hoisting our school flag.

“The Hula Hoop drill a delightful display” by the 

children of class I.  

Yoga helps to keep your soul happy, children of 

class UKG displaying the various asanas learnt.  

“Everyone has the desire to win but only champions have 

the desire to prepare”, Ivy team that prepared hard to 

achieve receiving the overall championship in KG Sports day. 

Sports improves our competence, Brings into life top level  Brilliance! 

13th Annual Sports Meet held at Nehru International Stadium

“Sports make a boy a man ,Building their strength ten on 

ten”, boys of class UKG competing with each other on a 

field event. 

The girls of class I on the field, demonstrating 

strength, courage, determination, confidence, 

talent and guts they are made up of.
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Sports Day- Primary

The contingents of our four houses, Blue Bells, Ivy, 

Marie Gold and Red Rose, marched past to the beats of 

the drum.

“Oath encourages fidelity to the extent that continues to 

believe that one cannot escape ultimate accountability 

for a breach of faith”. Rashmika of Class XII rendering 

the oath. 

“A beautiful balance between holding and letting it 

go is all about kabaddi” a game well played by the 

children of class III.

Great leaders don’t tell you what to do, the show you 

how it is done. An inspiring speech delivered by the 

School Pupil Leader Harish. M of Class XII .

Children of class V stand united in  minds and souls 

in the presence of The Mother to seek her abundant 

blessings

A poetry of footsteps !! A blend of cosmic tune and 

divine music ! A colourful umbrella moves displayed  

by the children of class II.
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Sports Day- Primary

A trophy earned through dedication and 

commitment, Blue Bells receiving the overall 

championship at the Primary Sports Day.

Yoga brings a divine glow on the face and makes us 

wise. Yoga children of the middle school 

demonstrating the flexibility of the body and mind. 

Alone we can do a little, together we can do so 

much. Children of class III set the best example 

promoting teamwork through the game  of 

Tug of War. 

“Kho – Kho , the game of practice, hard work, 

sweat, soil, and unity” students of class III 

demonstrate the game of Kho- Kho.

Natasha and Dhivija of Class III demonstrate 

fun and flexibility through hula hoop dance. 

A power packed karate demonstration by the 

children of Primary school.
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Sports Day- middle &high school

A throw with a purpose, children of classes IX to XII demonstrate a powerful team 

spirit battling with the opposing team to win over each other. 

Badminton requires lot of control, strength, mind play and measured movement, it was 

time to bring the hard work to stage. Children gave their best on the floors of Nehru 

Stadium standing firmly for their own team. 

Zumba dance to express, the girls of class IX and X danced to the tunes to 

express their skill. 
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Sports Day- middle &high school

Students of class VIII and X are here to show their 

energy, enthusiasm and teamwork for a wonderful 

display of  Pyramid, challenging themselves by 

moving with greater speed through the formation. 

Silambam is a good form of cardio workout that 

improves blood circulation and heart function, Karate 

students of classes VI to IX demonstrate Silambam, 

an integral part of Tamil Culture. 

Silambam improves muscle flexibility, coordination arm 

with eyes, coordination foot and eyes, stabilize body 

posture, improve muscle endurance, increasing the speed 

of the body, relieving muscle and joint pain. Silambam

demonstrated by children of classes VI to IX. 

Champions don’t show up to get everything they 

want, they show up to give everything they have, 

The Red Rose team receiving their overall 

Championship. 

A winner is a dreamer who never gives up – Nelson 

Mandela, the teachers of Marie Gold team worked hard 

to achieve the teachers overall trophy.  

The curtains came down with lowering of the flag, the 

school pupil leader handing over the school flag to the 

Chief Guest & Director Ms. Sindhura Arvind. 
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Free Butter Milk stall

Help people even when you know they cant help you back, Moor Pandal a way of Primrose to 

help people get through summer. 

“Buttermilk, apart from quenching thirst, is also good for health,”, the passersby 

quenching their thirst and refreshing at our venue before they go their miles.
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Teacher’s FielD TriP
Teachers who give their all for their students had a fun day out at Pondicherry. 

Primrosians at Auroville in Pondicherry, a 

beautiful place that helped our mind to relax 

and explore the real meaning of life.

The Chunnambar Backwaters served as 

the ideal spot, for the teachers who love 

the blue waters and discovered its charm 

in a steady and playful way,

For a peaceful sojourn in Pondicherry, 

we visited the Sri Aurobindo Ashram 

and sought  blessings from the 

'Mother'. 
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Kalakar's Korner by art 
students

Riya Antony - X

Yuthika - IX
Riya Antony - X
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Kalakar's Korner  by art 
students

Sahana - X

Abinithi- IX


